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INTRODUCTION
Tamil Nadu which is situated in Peninsular India has a legion of more than 75 rock art sites. The time
chronology of this art is very interesting because there are few traces of Paleolithic to Mesolithic continuing up to Neolithic, Megalithic and Early Historic as well. Madurai which comes under Southern Tamil
Nadu acts almost as the tip of the rock-art sites and there is any continuation of rock-art after this region
except a few.

STUDY AREA AND DESCRIPTION
•

MALAIPATTI (PUTHUR MALAI) (9° 56' 16'' N 77° 48' 45''E):The site is a cavern known as
Andikal Padavu and it contains pictographs and bas reliefs of Jain Tirthankaras. The paintings are

Fig 1 : Location of sites in Madurai

done with white kaolin belonging to Early Historic Period .
•

KIDARIPATTI (10° 3 ̍ 46 ̍ ̍N 78° 15 ̍38 ̍ E): It is a single boulder site having 4 panels. The paintings
are done using hematite and the interesting feature is the bird headed man and inscription in Tamil
Brahmi mentioning the ancient name of Madurai as Madhirai.

•

YANAI MALAI (18° 1'36"N 19°32'4"E ): The etymology of the place comes from the view it
gives in the petrified form of an elephant. (Yanai=Elephant in Tamil).
Fig 2:Bird headed Man:
Kidaripatti

Fig 3 : Cupules: Puthur
Malai

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
1)To provide a comprehensive account of rock art in association with the material culture, documenting the important finds.
Fig 4 : Digital processing : Kidaripatti

2) To study the earliest pictorial documents to understand certain life ways, their thoughts, beliefs, society, religion and culture which have been depicted through several ideograms and
symbols.
3) Iron Age (Megalithic) art resembles to the rock art depicted inside the shelters. It will help to
understand the relation between the rock art and the associated cultural material of certain period if any;

METHODOLOGY


Collection of data/ fieldwork: detailed systematic foot survey involved through documentation of Painted rock shelters (geological formation, location and geological co-ordinates).



Detailed documentation of all paintings using various technology like digital photography,
sketching, and Image J

Fig 5 : Bas reliefs of Jain Tirthankaras:P uthur Malai


Detailed description of each painting according to style, composition, colour, superimposition, patination and its comparison with the documented area nearby.

,


OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The rock art sites around Madurai are in the form of caverns and rock shelters. There is no
spatial utilization and the sites are very far from the human habitation.



The pictographs depict anthropomorphic as well as zoomorphic figures with white kaolin
as well as hematite. The human figures exhibit variety such as box headed and stick figures.



The dominant themes are hunting scenes and social gathering. On the basis of stylistic
chronology, it can be dated to Late Iron Age as it overlaps with the Early Historic Period.



The petroglyphs in the form of Jain Tirthankars is a result of the Bhakti Movement

Fig 6 : Hexapod and an anthropomorphic figure Puthur Malai

Fig 7: Box headed man and
stick figure: Puthur malai

which gave rise to iconic form of worship specially in the Digambara sect as it was being
endangered and can be dated from approximately 9th to 13th Century.


There are presence of cupules or cup marks in Puthur Malai which is said to be earliest evidence of rock art and symbolism since the Pleistocene times.



The outstanding features of these sites are carved Jain beds also known as ‘Samanar Padukkai’ and inscriptions in Tamil Brahmi and bas reliefs of Tirthankars.
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Fig 8:Jain sculptures: Yanai Malai

